The woeful lack of discernment
Introduction
For many years, even decades, the evangelical church has failed to evidence discernment.
It allowed multiple rogue movements, heresies, abberational practices, wicked leaders, and
fraudsters to enter the church and do damage. It has not only followed heretical religious
leaders and doctrines but has also been fooled by political strategies resourced by globalist
bankers pretending to be religious in order to follow a certain path (such as supporting
political Israel).
In the last two years God allowed the church to be tested, along with the world, to see what
level of discernment and obedience there really was. The result has been shocking. Perhaps
95% of all churches and Christians have shown no discernment at all and have blindly
followed an obvious satanic strategy. This can be objectively measured by the capitulation
to certain government demands that are illegal under Common Law and are contrary to
God’s Law. Make no mistake; this obedience to satanic demands makes those Christians
servants of Satan and not God. Those who have been ensnared by the Devil need to
urgently repent in order to escape and prevent themselves from being fully devoured.
What is shocking to me is the total lack of courage evidenced in Christians and especially
church leaders. In previous centuries children chose to go to their death in the course of
following Christ against the law of the land but modern believers in a relatively free society
had far less stamina for truth than those children. Those children faced death but modern
British Christians merely risked a visit from the police and perhaps wrongful arrest (all the
fines and charges under the Coronavirus Act have been thrown out by the courts).
This requires comment.

What is discernment?
Discernment is understanding something that is not initially obvious or easily established
by outward facts. Since the Devil works primarily by deception, discernment is required in
order to avoid being led astray. Thus obeying an angel of light or a minister of
righteousness may seem to be correct action – but not if they are wolves in sheep’s
clothing.
For Satan himself transforms himself into an angel of light. Therefore it is
no great thing if his ministers also transform themselves into ministers of
righteousness. 2 Cor 11:14-15
At root the word discernment means the ability to judge well. Discernment involves
discrimination and judgment; things that many people are afraid of doing today. In fact
‘judging’ has become a dirty word.
But we are called to judge all the time. The prohibitions on judging apply to wrong
judgment, not right judgment (Jn 7:24). There are as many commands to judge as there
are commands to not judge (Matt 7:1). Good judging is exampled and commanded many
times (Rm 12:2; 1 Cor 5:3, 7:25, 40; 1 Thess 5:21).
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True judgment is based on a desire to know the will of God:
I judge; and My judgment is righteous, because I do not seek My own will
but the will of the Father who sent Me. Jn 5:30
If you want to know God’s will, you must exercise good judgment. Without discernment,
you cannot know the will of God. This discernment involves the acts of analysing,
evaluating, discriminating, judging and choosing.
If you are faced with two leaders teaching opposite things, then you have to exercise
discernment to judge which one is telling the truth and which one is lying. How can you
survive as a Christian if you don’t do this wisely? You will fall for every wind of doctrine
and be deceived and possibly destroyed. Discernment is, therefore, vital.1
The words used in the Greek NT for discernment of various sorts are:
 Semeion: that by which a person or a thing is distinguished from others and is known,
of signs portending.
 Diakrino: to separate, make a distinction, discriminate, to prefer, to learn by
discrimination, to try, decide to determine, give judgment.
 Anakrino: examine or judge, to investigate, enquire into, scrutinise, sift, question
specifically in a forensic sense of a judge to hold an investigation, to interrogate,
determine (the excellence or defects of any person or thing).
 Diakrisis: a distinguishing, discerning, judging.
 Dokimazo: to test, examine, prove, scrutinise (to see whether a thing is genuine or not),
as metals, to recognise as genuine after examination, to approve, deem worthy.
 Kritikos: discerner, relating to judging, fit for judging, skilled in judging.
 Aisthesis: perception, not only by the senses but also by the intellect, cognition,
discernment, of moral discernment in ethical matters.
As you can see, the NT considers discernment an important topic due to the large number
of variant words used.

Historic example of failing to discern and discriminate
Dispensationalism
Dispensationalism is probably the majority position on eschatology, certainly in the USA.
That this is a demonic deception is easily proved by a study of its history (see my paper on
this).2 It arose in a scandalous, proto-Charismatic, Victorian, prophetic church movement
that became authoritarian, abusive, brutal and eventually a fiasco of scandal. It was
originally the church of Edward Irving, though he later fell victim to its authoritarianism.
Its precursors were the doctrines developed by the Jesuits Cardinal Ribera and Manuel
Lacunza. Its seedbed was the frothy period of millennial fever and the recurrence of
occultism in the mid-19th century to the end of the century. Multiple aberrant prophetic
movements and new denominations arose in that period (such as the Mormons or
Jehovah’s Witnesses) as people strived in fear about the possible end of the world.
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Some modern churches are so corrupt that, faced with two leaders teaching opposite things, they would say
that both are correct and each has his own truth. This is just irrational nonsense. The Emerging Church is an
example of this politically correct rubbish.
2 The Origins of Dispensationalism.
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The Catholic Apostolic Church, and its journal The Morning Watch, was responsible for
the development of the basic form of Dispensationalism, not John Darby, who stole the
ideas and reworked them much later. The key ingredient of the idea of a secret rapture
came from the ravings of a sick, teenage, mystical girl called Margaret Macdonald. She was
uneducated and had been a Christian for only a year. With this component,
Dispensationalism (in this early form: Pre-Tribulationalism) was complete. The chief idea
being the dichotomy between the church and Israel, with God favouring Israel and the
church being merely a stopgap. From this developed multiple false doctrines such as
multiple kingdoms, multiple second comings, multiple judgments and multiple
dispensations that all fail. The idea that the glorious body of Christ, the church, the elect, is
a dispensable artefact subservient to Israel as the foundation of all God’s proposes is itself
satanic and the reverse of the truth.3
The Morning Watch was responsible for many new heretical ideas such as:
 Human pre-existence.
 The church will give birth to generations of new people in heaven to inhabit other
worlds.
 The Jewish occult Cabbala rested on a ‘stable’ foundation.
 Christ will multiply human beings, from the church in heaven, not by creation, but by
mysterious generation in the same way that Christ was generated.
 The Zodiac will bring out from secular science a conclusive demonstration of scripture
chronology.
 A seven-year tribulation period.
Several false sects copied some of these doctrines in later years. For example arch-false
prophet William Branham (Manifest Sons of God, Latter Rain) taught that the Zodiac
equated with Scripture. The Mormons taught that the church will generate people to
inhabit and rule other planets.4
To cut a long story short, Darby plagiarised the key elements (perhaps 21 items) and
repackaged them as his own. His editor, William Kelly, also strived to distance Darby from
Edward Irving and his church.
This new theological system (it was more than an eschatology) was ideal for Zionist
bankers to be used to promote support for a potential State of Israel and for Jews in
general (who were generally disparaged at the time). Thus they selected a criminal
charlatan named Cyrus Scofield and paid for him to develop a study Bible that had notes
which championed Dispensationalism throughout Scripture. In many cases the notes
actually reverse the teaching of the verse they comment on. With heavy advertising and the
Oxford University Printing Press publishing it (owned by the Zionists) is was promoted in
the churches and became a multi-million best seller.
Over time Dispensationalism morphed into multiple variants but the chief error of making
Jews the people of God with divine ownership of Palestine greatly helped to gain support
for the Zionist movement and for the eventual creation of the State of Israel.
Dispensationalism and its sub-groups (Messianic Christianity etc.) continue to ensure
support for Israel despite its great sins against God and men.
3 For a discussion of this see

my book, ‘The Veil of Moses’.
I believe that the church in the glory will not just stay on Earth but will explore and settle all of God’s
universe to expand his glory. But this is not a generation of people from the church, nor is it the sort of rule
taught by the Mormons where people become gods.
4
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This scandal is probably one of the best examples of a lack of discernment that can be
found. Dispensationalism leads foolish Christians to continue to support Israel when it
exists as an apartheid state, brutalises and persecutes Palestinians (which includes
Christians), commits genocide, destroys whole villages, shoots pregnant women and
dominates American foreign policy to suit its own interests (e.g. Iraq War, Syrian invasion
etc., part of the Yinon Plan for a ‘Greater Israel’). A more classic example of following a
satanic strategy is hard to find.
Yet many sincere Christians fall into this snare. There are also many famous church
leaders, beloved by millions, who are Dispensationalists. This shows the level of deception
that we are faced with today.
This is not a question of an ambivalent doctrine that we can have a choice on. It began in
outright heresy in a heretical church. It was developed and resourced by people
antagonistic to Christ.5 It is a demonic deception that carries many heretical doctrinal
principles that also undermines crucial decisions that people make in politics. It is
antithetical to Calvinism. It leads to terrible policies (such as Dispensational churches that
refuse to evangelise Jews on the basis that they are already God’s children thus denying
them salvation.)
All along the development of Dispensationalism there were stages where discriminating
people could have called the heresy out; not just one but many. Over and over again people
failed to properly criticise the doctrines being splurged out from this rogue system (a few
tried, even amongst the Brethren, such as Tregelles). The problem was the lack of
discernment amongst the majority of churchgoers.

The understanding of Common Law
Christians need to understand the importance and history of Common Law. The reason is
because it is based upon universal natural law, which in turn derives from God’s Moral
Law. Common Law derives from natural law which itself derives from the human
conscience; the inner evidence and witness to God’s moral requirements. People naturally
know that it is wrong to steal or murder. This is natural law; but it is also God’s law.
Common Law, established for millennia, supersedes and precedes parliamentary statutory
law. New laws made by Parliament cannot overturn Common Law. If they do, they are
illegal and must be repealed.
In previous papers I have explained Common Law (which is in effect the British
Constitution in conjunction with the Bill of Rights 1689) going back to Alfred the Great.
But there were laws in Britain before Alfred, who was a Saxon of the House of Wessex, and
his laws took existing principles of natural law and allied them with the Biblical moral law
of God that he learned as a scholar in Rome. Alfred also sought to teach these laws in
educational reforms and in the translation of the Bible.
But Common Law goes back even further. Of particular note are the laws of Dunvallo
Molmutius of the Cymry.6 The Cymry were the principle tribe of the Celts that settled in

5 Talmudic

Jews.
The suggestion that Molmutius was legendary is sheer speculation. The principal source is Geoffrey of
Monmouth who, as a monk, would have sinned if he had just made this history up. Also, as many
contemporaries also knew this history from other sources and education, Monmouth would have been
scandalised if it were made up. The esteemed Flinders Petrie accepts it as history.
6
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the land of Albion7 after the arrival and settlement of the Trojan refugees led by Brutus,
great grandson of Aeneas.8 Any people already settled there is impossible to define with
certainty.9 The company of Brutus were called ‘Britons’.10
The idea of ancient Britons being a pack of cave-dwelling savages is rubbish and derives
from evolutionary theory. Britain was never a place of barbarians but was always a land of
great civilisation and culture. The Trojans, based in Turkey, themselves were a highly
advanced culture that built great cities with tall walls that withstood the Greek army for ten
years. The laws of Khammurabi [Hammurabi; d.1750 BC]11 had been long established by
their time period and no doubt the Trojans had their own system of law.12
The records tell us that Britain was a green and pleasant land with free people living
securely. The ancient Canaanites (Phoenicians) traded with the ancient Britons for tin,
which was very valuable and vital to make bronze, so Britain was not some obscure outpost
but a key international trading post; probably even before Brutus arrived. Centres of trade
lead to advanced civilisations. Admittedly the records for this period of Alba / Albion /
Britons are thin on the ground (but not that thin), but scholars tells us that there is enough
for us to get the general picture. What is certain is the Trojan origin and the Celtic
settlements.
As Britain, a fair land of game, good land and forests, was sparsely populated, the later
wave of Celtic arrivals was not a problem. We don’t know the details but several tribes
settled here with the Cymry being the chief of them (these are now the Welsh). These had
migrated from Europe after being driven out of Cimmeria13 by the Scythians. Over time
they multiplied the clans so that by the time of the Roman invasion in 43 BC there were
many Celtic kingdoms (Iceni, Belgae, etc.). Initially there were three principal Celtic tribes
and this gradually constituted the Britons. At this time there was peace. We are probably
talking about pre-500 BC.
By the time of Dunvallo Molmutius (Welsh - ‘Dyfnal Moel Myd’, 5th-4th century BC), the
king of Cornwall, things had gone wrong (civil war, Celts had a tendency to internecine
aggression) and people felt that God was displeased. So Molmutius developed laws to
7

Albion was originally Alba meaning ‘white’, from the white cliffs of Dover – which could be observed from
the coast of Gaul.
8 Though mythologised, Aeneas escaped to Carthage. There he fell in love with Dido, the widowed queen, but
abandoned her in order to found the state of Rome. Brutus eventually went forward to Britain. The
Carthaginians, as a Phoenician colony, knew all about Britain because that was where their tin came from.
Brutus came to England via Greece where he married a princess.
9 It was said that the Trojans found a clan of giants, which they overthrew. Archaeology tells us that the Bell
Beaker people lived there; but we know little about them.
10 Sources: Gildas, Bede, Nennius, Geoffrey of Monmouth, The Anglo-Saxon Chronicle, Tysilio, Caradoc of
Llancerfan, WM Flinders Petrie. For details see my forthcoming paper (DV) ‘Ancient Britons’.
11 Of the first Babylonian kingdom.
12 The Fall of Troy [archaeology’s Troy VII, the Homeric city] was sacked c.1210 BC, during the Bronze Age in
the Middle East.
13 The area around the Bosphorus, now the Sea of Azov. They initially settled in Northern Germany and
Jutland. Thus ancient Britons are considered to have originated with the Cymry or Cimbri of Gaul and
Germany. They were later forced into Wales by the Romans and Saxons, which was once called Cambria.
These spoke Brythonic. (consisting of Welsh, Cornish, and Breton) The Cymry in the north of England were
called Cumbri, hence Cumbria and Cumberland. Another tribe that settled was the Belgae, or Belgians, from
Gaul. They spoke a different Celtic dialect (Goidelic; consisting of Irish, Scots Gaelic, and Manx) mixed with
German (Teutonic) and were considered by some as Teutonic. These fragmented into multiple tribes: the
Cantii in Kent; the Trinobantes in Essex and Middlesex; the Regini and Atrebates in Surrey, Sussex, Hants,
Berks, Wiltshire and Somerset; the Durotriges in Dorset and the Damnonii in Devon and Cornwall.
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ensure freedom for individuals and good order in the land. These excellent laws are known
and constitute the beginnings of British Common Law.
So Common Law followed this development:
 4th century BC: The laws of Molmutius (‘Molmutine Laws’). Initially covering
Cornwall.
 The laws of Alfred the Great (849–99). Initially covering Wessex, essentially the
southern half of England but Alfred’s grandson became king of all England. This built
on the Molmutine Laws and added a Biblical Moral Law perspective.
 914: The laws of Hywel Dda (‘Howel the Good’), king of Wales; based on the
Molmutine Laws.
 1215: Magna Carta. Covering England. Wales came under the English monarchy in
1301 under Edward II. Henry VIII, the son of the Welsh Henry VII, united Wales with
England in 1536, bringing it within the English legal and parliamentary systems. This is
the key document signalling the essential freedoms of British citizens and the rule of
law above government and monarchy.
 1689: The Bill of Rights. Covering England, Scotland, Northern Ireland and Wales.
Builds on Magna Carta and reaffirms the sovereignty of the law.
 1689: The Coronation Oath. After the union of the Scottish and English crowns in
1603 and of the parliaments in 1707, the oath covered all Great Britain. The monarch
swears to uphold the law and admits submission to it. Since parliament submits to the
monarch, it is also subservient to the law. The MPs oath of office confirms this.
These laws, comprising the British Constitution, proclaim the freedom of individual British
citizens that cannot be overturned by monarchs or Parliament. Common Law is greater
than all because it reflects God’s law. British Common Law was also exported to many
Commonwealth colonies and undergirds their legal system too.
The important factor for us in this paper is to affirm that God’s law, natural law, Common
Law is what governs us. Governments come and go but Common Law stands fast. A
Parliament cannot overturn Common Law.
Basic principles of Common law include:
 Freedom of movement.
 Freedom of assembly.
 Freedom of worship.
 Freedom of speech.
 Habeas corpus.
 Trial by a jury of peers.
 Law supersedes monarchy and parliament.
This means that the following are illegal:
 Lockdowns and enforced quarantine.
 Mandatory facemasks.
 Restrictions on visitors to your home.
 Prevention from seeing relatives.
 Social distancing.
 Vaccine passports.
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 Closing down private businesses.
 Curtailing or restricting travel or any freedom of movement.
 Curfews.
Do you see that the past 18 months has been a direct attack on Common Law, based on
God’s law, due to a hoax virus? This is not accidental; it is satanic and part of the Devil’s
end-time strategy.
In a time of emergency, such as war, the government can recommend certain restrictions
(such as rationing, blackouts and curfews) but these are voluntary. It cannot legally
mandate them.
Therefore, the points of the Coronavirus Laws are null and void (there was never any
emergency either).14 Christians do not have to obey them. But even if they were legal, God’s
law overrides anything else and freedom of worship, helping others, and fellowship, cannot
be stopped by man. The courts agree with this as they have overturned every police case
brought to court and refunded every fine.

The recent test of discernment
God has allowed national governments to go into overdrive in dictating fascism to a level
and breadth never seen before in history. This began with an unnecessary, non-medical
intervention, of quarantining the healthy (lockdown), which continued in one way or
another for 18 months. Then came mandatory facemasks, still continuing though the
claimed virus is no longer any threat at all. Then came social distancing, business closures,
school closures and multiple other harms, which wrecked society, caused massive injury to
individuals and bankrupted businesses.
This insanity is still continuing with New Zealand going into lockdown today because of
one positive test. Australia has mandated facemasks to be worn even when drinking (?)
outside in the fresh air where there is no infection. Many countries are mandating vaccine
passports in order to access travel and many social functions including going into a café. In
addition there is the bio-weapon vaccines that are designed to deliberately hurt and kill
people and have already killed tens of thousands, which is being covered up. Over 4 million
have been injured in Europe alone and that is the official figure. It is possible that this
should be multiplied by 100 (Harvard study).
All this is social constraint that is worse than Nazi Germany and it is worldwide.
These actions by government are illegal under Common Law and opposed to God’s Moral
Law. No Christian should have obeyed any of them, even the social restrictions. They
should have continued to meet and hug family members, attend and care for those who
were sick, and keep their businesses running.
Sadly almost all Christians failed to do this and were threatened by fear and reprisals. The
lack of moral courage is shocking. Historically, Christians have been willing to die for their
principles.
Even sadder is the fact that some brave secular people did exactly this. One young girl in
Bradford stood up to the police, the council and the courts by keeping her hairdresser shop
open. Yesterday a court rejected most of the fines she was given (the smaller fine was due
14

Even the ONS now admits that excess deaths in 2020 were normal.
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to her refusal to attend court). In other words, the court found on her behalf because the
Coronavirus laws are illegal. Everyone that challenged coronavirus fines in court have had
them quashed.
But worse than all of this, the government illegally shut down places of worship and told
people that they couldn’t sing!!! Never in history (to my knowledge) has a citizenry been
forbidden to sing indoors.
This was the ultimate test allowed by God. Even if you were confused about the legality of
the social restrictions, there was never any shadow of doubt that the demand to close
churches was wicked and came straight from Satan. This was blindingly obvious. There
wasn’t even any need for discernment in this case, there was just a need for obedience.
What did most Christians and church leaders do? They utterly capitulated to this satanic
policy without a murmur. Again, non-evangelicals shamed born-again believers by some
keeping their churches open, for which a few have been persecuted (especially in Canada)
but others have been ignored.
God, as a heavenly Father, is displeased by this capitulation. If God was bound by passion,
he would be greatly hurt. However, judgment in the form of fatherly chastisement is sure
to follow. In addition, national judgment for this huge assault against God’s will is also
bound to come. Expect some very serious consequences. We don’t know what these will be.
It could involve food shortages, economic collapse, war, rioting in the streets, internecine
conflict or a real plague – no one can tell.
I cannot emphasise enough the seriousness of all this.
Now someone could minimise all this and say that God will forgive and that you are not
guilty. It is true that God forgives but he forgives those who repent, those who confess their
sins (1 Jn 1:7-9). Failure to do this means that you are not a Christian and will suffer.
You have offended God if you succumbed to these man-made false laws. If you allowed
yourself to be fooled into having the vaccine. If you shut your church. If you ceased seeing
your sick elderly relatives, If you stopped all social interaction. If you wore a facemask. You
stand condemned and must seek God’s forgiveness. You are guilty.
If you think that God never takes action in judgment against church members, then you
have never read about Ananias and Sapphira; and all they did was lie (they even gave up
their property but kept some back). Modern Christians disobeyed God in multiple ways for
over a year. Their sin is greater than that of Ananias and Sapphira.
But the lesson here is that there was no leadership from the church, no discernment, no
courage, no obedience, no faithfulness. This means that most church leaders are
disqualified. They should no longer be in leadership. They have failed God and his people.
They do not have the character or gifts to lead. They are a disgrace.
If you don’t think that God takes this sort of thing seriously, then you have never read the
letters to the churches in Revelation. Read them now. They will challenge you. Note a few
examples:
Remember therefore from where you have fallen; repent and do the first
works, or else I will come to you quickly and remove your lampstand from
its place -- unless you repent. Rev 2:5
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Repent, or else I will come to you quickly and will fight against them with the
sword of My mouth. Rev 2:16
I will cast her into a sickbed, and those who commit adultery with her into
great tribulation, unless they repent of their deeds. I will kill her children
with death, and all the churches shall know that I am He who searches the
minds and hearts. And I will give to each one of you according to your
works. Rev 2:22-23
You have a name that you are alive, but you are dead. Rev 3:1
Remember therefore how you have received and heard; hold fast and
repent. Therefore if you will not watch, I will come upon you as a thief, and
you will not know what hour I will come upon you. Rev 3:3
Because you are lukewarm, and neither cold nor hot, I will vomit you out of
My mouth. Because you say, 'I am rich, have become wealthy, and have
need of nothing' -- and do not know that you are wretched, miserable, poor,
blind, and naked. Rev 3:16-17
As many as I love, I rebuke and chasten. Therefore be zealous and repent.
Rev 3:19
Church leaders that capitulated to a demonic government are already under God’s
judgment. How that comes to pass I do not know. They should be fearful of their Father’s
chastisement and should be running to him grieving for their sin right know, but most
have no clue that they have even done wrong, so empty is their discernment, so hopeless is
their knowledge of truth.
God tested the church and it has been found wanting.
When the Son of Man comes, will He really find faith on the earth? Lk 18:8

Examples of delusion
If the current strategy of social restrictions and illegal mandates is the work of the Devil
(which it is) as part of the end-time progression towards a totalitarian, antichristian, world
empire, then Christians, of all people, should spot the delusion and refuse to obey. This has
not been the case. Here are some examples of wrongdoing. [Yes; it is wrongdoing.]
Accepting the propaganda
The deception begins with propaganda and social conditioning. In many cases it does not
need much discernment to understand the evil source. One example is the false statistics.
The government line is this: nobody has died from the vaccines (Jeremy Vine actually said
this on Radio 2). If a person gets vaccinated and dies within two hours of a heart attack,
that is a sheer coincidence. However, if a person crashes his motorbike and the corpse is
picked up from the road by an ambulance crew, if he had a positive PCR test within 28
days, the death is ruled as a Covid death. Yes, this actually happened.
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Now this does not need discernment to see the folly of the reasoning and the attempt to lie
to the people to scare them or falsely reassure them. It just needs diligent observation.
Roughly 95% of Christians failed to see this. Shocking. This is a failure to watch and pray.
Take heed, watch and pray. Matt 13:32
Watch and pray. Mk 14:38 [‘Watch’ here means: to watch, give strict attention
to, be cautious, to take heed lest through remission and indolence some
destructive calamity suddenly overtake one.]
Watch therefore, and pray always that you may be counted worthy to
escape all these things that will come to pass, and to stand before the Son
of Man. Lk 21:36
Watch, stand fast in the faith, be brave, be strong. 1 Cor 16:13
Be sober, be vigilant; because your adversary the devil walks about like a
roaring lion, seeking whom he may devour. 1 Pt 5:8
Be watchful, and strengthen the things which remain, that are ready to die,
for I have not found your works perfect before God. Rev 3:2
Submission to fear
Jesus commanded us many times to fear not. It is a command of God to not give in to fear;
especially the fear of men. Fear is not an option for the true believer.
Do not fear them. Matt 10:26 [i.e. those who persecute you.]
Do not fear, little flock. Lk 12:32
For God has not given us a spirit of fear, but of power and of love and of a
sound mind. 2 Tim 1:7
The LORD is my helper; I will not fear. What can man do to me? Heb 13:6
Do not fear any of those things which you are about to suffer. Indeed, the
devil is about to throw some of you into prison, that you may be tested, and
you will have tribulation. Rev 2:10
When you fear, you are first submitting to enemy action but secondly you are failing to
trust in the providence of your heavenly Father. It is sin.
Yet Christians succumbed to all sorts of fear in the last 18 months. They feared even when
the threat to them was minimal.
 They got vaccinated due to fear.
 They ignored sick loved ones through fear.
 They stayed indoors due to fear.
 They did not fellowship together due to fear.
 They shut down their churches due to fear.
 They failed to care for the sick and needy due to fear.
 They submitted to dangerous PCR tests through fear.
 They closed down their business due to fear.
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 They continually watched scaremongering propaganda on television through fear.
This is shocking in the extreme and it has never happened on such a wide scale in history
before. This means that the modern church is the weakest in all history.
If the modern church cannot cope with dealing with the illegal recommendations of a
Conservative government that might result in a fine (that gets overturned by the courts),
what use is its testimony to God? What will it do when a satanic world government comes
with machine guns, dogs and the death penalty?
Getting vaccinated with an unauthorised, experimental, genetic treatment
This is as if Satan had said to the church, lie down and roll over; then the church did
exactly that.
In what possible world could people submit to this wicked gene therapy that has no
authorisation, has not been fully tested, was not tested on pregnant women or children or
elderly sick people and has never been used on people before? Where the first trials of this
treatment killed all the lab rats; most within hours and the rest within a week.
How is it possible, after all the pages I have written explaining all the wickedness behind
this and other vaccines; when I have shown the evil intent of Bill Gates; when I explain the
eugenics behind it; when I list the poisonous ingredients 15 – that readers still went out and
had the vaccine and I still get emails from readers thinking of taking it even now.
How could readers ignore the multiple, esteemed, top doctors and scientists that I have
quoted at length warning about the wickedness and hazards of the vaccines - and still go
out and get vaccinated?
How is it possible that we can know of the huge (and I mean huge) numbers of adverse
reactions, including tens of thousands of definite deaths (possibly the truth is millions),16
that people are still getting booster shots? How can people know that the first autopsy of a
vaccinated corpse showed that the spike protein was in every organ, which killed him, and
still consider a booster jab?
God commands us to be good stewards of our bodies. They are a gift from God not our own
possession. To submit to a devilish plan to kill millions of people is astonishing. Christians
were not even railroaded into this or frog-marched at the point of a gun. A demonic
government told them to submit to a death shot – so they went out willingly and got
vaccinated. I still cannot believe the folly of supposed Christians who are told to be wise as
serpents – but instead collapsed to the desires of a serpent. What hope is there for the
future?
Reasons why people did this
The manipulation of the government by using behavioural psychology and neurolinguistic
programming has been laid bare. You were deliberately scared to be compliant; SAGE
openly admitted this and I have explained it many times. This was mediated through the
social habits of foolish people – these should now all be terminated. Stop doing it. The
world is engaged in a psychological warfare; stop filling your mind with the enemy’s
conditioning.
15

Principally PEG and the S1 spike protein, but there are various other toxic components in different
vaccines, such as Polysorbate 80.
16 A Harvard study said that only 1% of adverse events are reported.
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Reading the newspapers.
Watching the television news broadcasts.
Listening to long-ruined radio news programmes.
Accepting what social media told you that has been censored by Big Tech.

It is no good pretending that programmes that used to be good decades ago are any good
now; that is just a fallacy. Change your habits. Rod Liddle used to edit the Today radio
programme; now the BBC hates him and thinks that he is mad because he opposes the
establishment narrative. They got rid of him years ago. Even the good previous presenters
of Today have criticised what it has become – a propaganda-creating, elite narrativesupporting, Left-wing broadsheet.
The government has paid many millions to the media, through advertising campaigns and
social coercion messaging, in order to make people a stupid drone that does what it is told.
It has made nearly everyone slaves to a demonic agenda. And many fell for this by reading
newspapers and watching TV. Stop feeding yourself demonic drivel.
The conditioning is not going to stop with Covid; it is already being continued with global
warming doom and gloom, that is all lies, as well as the social restructuring going on, such
as the Gay, Black Lives Matter, Wokeness, Antifa, Intersectionalism, Critical Race Theory,
and Transgender movements. The attack on the senses is not going to stop; it is going to be
ramped up. They will not stop until society is fully broken, Western culture is wrecked and
Christianity is effectively destroyed. [It is never really destroyed but the outward testimony
can be wrecked.]
Why do you think that hundreds of thousands of Islamic immigrants are allowed into
Britain every year and housed in hotels and given money? These are nearly all young men
with no women and children in sight. They are mostly economic migrants. We could turn
them back if we wanted to their embarkation point (which is the law by the way) instead
we use the RNLI as a taxi service to Dover marina. The purpose is to wreck British society
and mongrelise it. I have explained this before.
This is the reign of stupid. Just consider the following:
 Australians have been mandated to drink beer outside with a facemask on.
 New regulations in Australia have ramped up the lockdown, which a former premier
has said will continue until 2022. These include: you can only leave the house for a
distance of half a mile once a day to exercise. There is a night curfew. All small shops
and businesses are closed. Construction work is terminated. Only the elderly can shop
for food for one hour a day; everyone else must use online purchases. Worse
restrictions occur in towns that are divided by a state border (one side of the road in
one state). State restrictions apply; including isolation for ten days. This is stopping
people getting to the local hospital, going to school, doing necessary business or seeing
loved ones. The premier of Queensland has called in the army (which is
unconstitutional and illegal) in order to police Covid measures on the streets.
 New Zealand has lockdown again because of one positive PCR test that is meaningless.
This zero-Covid policy means that lockdowns will continue forever.
 Last summer facemasks had to be worn entering a pub or restaurant but could be
removed while seated at a table. Does the government really believe that a virus only
attacks you standing up but not sitting down?
 Joe Biden is implementing boarder patrols at US State boundaries to stop unvaccinated
people crossing over.
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 Australia and New Zealand are already on course right now to completely destroying














their economies. Already their economies are in a worse state than during the 2008
crash. Their social policy is suicidal.
Britain is intending to spend trillions on a net zero CO2 policy by 2030, which will
mean no petrol cars, no cheap central heating and many other problems. Yet the world
needs more CO2 not less in order to flourish. Even ten times more CO2 in the world
would still not take us to where it used to be in the past when the world was greener.
Demonising the molecule of life is incredibly stupid. Only an imbecile could buy that
dogma. [This is why schools no longer teach the Carbon cycle of life, but the nitrogen
cycle instead.]
The hydrogen heating systems being planned for all houses are not as effective as gas
boilers, cost ten times more and do not save any greenhouse gases.
Biomass pellets (wood from Virginian trees) used to fuel ‘Green’ power stations in
Britain create more CO2 emissions than using local coal.
A young UK schoolboy was recently disciplined because he said that only girls have
vaginas.
A man was jailed in Singapore for six weeks for not wearing a mask.
Hartpury University has just stated that all students must be vaccinated. This is an
academic institution illegally demanding that students have an experimental medical
treatment.
The elite are demanding continual Covid variant vaccines forever, despite them killing
people and the fact that they don’t work.
Vaccine passports are required for many venues in Britain and elsewhere. Yet the
statistics show that vaccinated people are more likely to get infected, more likely to pass
infection on and much more likely to die from Covid. Also vaccine immunity now only
lasts six weeks, so what’s the point? Covid infection immunity lasts forever.
The UK government has just authorised Covid vaccines for children as young as 12. Yet
children are at no risk from Covid but are at great risk from the vaccines. They do not
get strong symptoms if they catch Covid and do not pass it on. Yet young people have
already died from the vaccine shot, as well as being paralysed, blinded, deafened,
developed heart disease, got blood clots, and many other symptoms. Any parent
allowing a minor to be vaccinated should be prosecuted for child abuse; because that is
what it is. The divine penalty for harming minors is severe (Matt 18:6).
The UK government instructed many venues to voluntarily choose to mandate
facemask wearing, even though this is no longer a national requirement and the state’s
own medics admitted that they were pointless.

The more stupid policies that appear every day seem to make no impact on people’s
discernment warning lights. Everybody just sucks them up. The people that accept
stupidity become stupid. Folly breeds folly.
Folly is joy to him who is destitute of discernment, but a man of
understanding walks uprightly. Prov 15:21

We are in a satanic take-over
No one will enter the New World Order unless he or she will make a pledge to worship
Lucifer. No one will enter the new Age unless he will take a Luciferian initiation.
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David Spangler, United Nations Director of Planetary Initiative.
Christians are always in a satanic conflict, standing against the enemy in the heavenlies.
We fight him against temptation, false doctrines, false practices, lies and deception all the
time. But this is not what I am taking about here.
We have long known that Satan seeks to build a world empire where mankind is fully
subjugated to his will and man’s sin becomes complete. The culmination of this is when
Jesus returns. This means that Satan is active in the world right now preparing for this
fascist empire, working through individuals and governments. I have long explained that
this is a Luciferian enterprise. Standing against the wiles of Satan today includes refusing
to submit to his strategies in the world. If governments are enacting satanic policies, which
they are, then we must refuse to comply with satanic policy decisions. It is no good praying
against evil in the heavenly places yet submitting to the latest satanic ploy in your town.
I have already explained that the whole Covid crisis is a satanic deception in order to help
roll out the preparation for a world empire run by technocrats, globalists and corporatists.
Here I want to show some more specific signs that what is involved is satanic.
Satan always rules over a death cult
The prime Biblical example of this is the sacrificing of children to Molech, a Middle
Eastern god acting as vicar to Satan. Many deaths were necessary to keep this god satisfied.
The same has been true throughout religious history. Where people submitted to Satan
fully, the result was a death cult. We could mention the cult of Kali in India or the
beheadings and ripping out of hearts at the top of pyramids by Aztecs and Toltecs. The cult
always brings death. With Suttee in India, wives of dead men were thrown alive on to the
funeral pyre. With Islam it was the beheading of all conquered men, many thousands in
each town, and cementing them into towers. With Vlad Dracul in Romania and Shaka Zulu
in Africa it was impaling people alive from their groin to their throat, sometimes for minor
crimes, such as falling asleep on sentry duty.
Well, Covid is a death cult too. The Covid vaccine is going to kill millions of people. It has
already killed tens of thousands and maybe much more. The numbers are being hidden by
the CDC and the MHRA. One doctor giving evidence in America said 45,000 had been
killed by the vaccine some time ago. A lawyer in America recently said that 500,000 had
already been killed. The official figure for the EU is around 20,000, but we know that this
likely represents only 1% of reported deaths. If that is true, then 2,000,000 have died in
Europe. Judy Mikovits stated long ago that she expects 50 million Americans to die from
the vaccine.
Lawyers, such as Reiner Fuellmich, have stated that this is the biggest humanitarian crisis
in world history. This is why they are preparing to take governments to international
courts charging them with murder under the Nuremberg Code and the Helsinki Accords.
By any measurement, this is rampant death. This is evidence of a satanic plot.
Satan loves to destroy children
We have seen above the sacrifice of children to Molech, but many other demonic cults have
sacrificed children. This includes Talmudic Jews killing Gentile kids on Passover
throughout history. While ignorant people summarily dismiss this, there are court records
showing that Jews were convicted of this ritual murder several times. This was one reason
why they were thrown out of countries. But Jewish historians, such as Ariel Toaff, have
also substantiated this blood ritual. I have explained this before. Whistle-blowers have told
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us that high-level satanic cults among the wealthy conduct the ritual killing of children.
This includes aristocracy, corporatists, bankers, the papacy and government ministers.
Hillary Clinton’s friend, L Marina Abramovich, (of spirit-cooking fame)17 has been pictured
standing next to Jacob Rothschild in front of a huge painting of Satan summoning his
legions. Satanism is rife in the elite and they are open about it. Clinton’s former bodyguard
alleged that she was a witch that attended a coven in Los Angeles most months. She also
boasted about getting a charged paedophile freed by legal sophistry. Bill Clinton visited
Epstein’s paedophile island nearly 20 times travelling on Epstein’s private jet. Prince
Andrew allegedly colluded with Epstein and was photographed with some of the underage
girls, who are now suing him for sexual abuse.
We know for certain, and I have proved this before, that the ruling elite contain many
paedophiles who kill children, often in ritual sacrifices. There have been multiple eyewitness accounts given to Common Law courts as well as by whistle-blowing police officers
sacked for exposing this. The higher up the control ladder that people get, the more they
get corrupted and many fall into sexual abuse of children. Jimmy Savile had enormous
influence, not only controlling Prince Charles18 but also able to manipulate Prince Phillip.
As a top Freemason he also had influence over the police, judges, the secret services and
even the IRA (which he boasted would kill on his command). A man with huge amounts of
secret power. But we now know for certain that he was an appalling paedophile going back
to the mid-50s. He also procured children for aristocrats and prime ministers to abuse and
murder. A famous barrister has attested to this fact on public radio. 19
The point is that the devil loves killing children because they are important to God.
Well, the Covid jab is now authorised by the government to be given to children as young
as 12. Other nations are already considering giving it to children as young as 3; Israel has
already done this (the more they vaccinated the population, the worse the infection
became). I have already explained that this is just insane and it will kill thousands of
children. But this complies with the satanic plan.
The ruination of the church
We know how much Satan wants to destroy the testimony of God.
Well nothing in history was able to shut down virtually all churches in the world at once;
not even Hitler’s Blitzkrieg. Yet the fake Covid crisis successfully shut churches down in an
instant, with many not recovering. The Church of England is moving currently away from
parish churches and using zoom meetings and other gimmicks. Even evangelical churches
are still using zoom meetings.
This is another example of why this crisis is satanic.
Facemasks
Facemasks are still being universally demanded, even amongst the vaccinated, proving
that it is not about a virus. The vehemence of policing this was seen by Australian police
recently attacking children for not wearing a mask and pepper-spraying a 12-year old. Why
so much insistence on this?
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Summoning demons using spells involving multiple body secretions.
Charles named Savile as godfather to Prince Harry, but this was overturned. He considered Savile as his
mentor.
19 All of this has been detailed and sourced in previous papers.
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The fact that they have no effect on stopping viral transmission but do create active
damage to medical health is well known. We know that the ruling powers know this
because they admitted it at the beginning of the pandemic. The CDC, FDA, Fauci, Whitty,
Vallance and everyone else admitted this but later changed their tune. If they know this
why did they mandate them for a year and still mandate them in some countries or
recommend venues to demand them?
The reason is that the facemask signifies submission and slavery. It symbolises to these
Luciferians that society is subjugated to a satanic power. Millions of people walk around
with pointless masks. Very often in occult rituals masks are worn. They symbolise various
things; many rituals involve covering up the face. These Satanists got society, including
Christians, to submit to Satan by wearing a mask. It was a symbol of satanic victory.
Wearing a facemask proves that you are a deceived person. It can only harm you with
serious diseases. It is insane to wear one.
Vaccines
The vaccines are like the initiation into a satanic cult. Such occult initiations often involve
breaking the skin and drawing blood in some way.
The elite are becoming fanatical and deranged in their push to get everyone vaccinated;
especially as there is such resistance. One reason is that they fear a control group which is
healthy. Many medics and armed forces personnel have refused the vaccine and only 50%
of Americans are vaccinated. In some ethnic communities only 15% are vaccinated.
Detroit is a good example. Detroit has arranged for federal or official employees to go to
every house to pressurise people to get vaccinated. This is a sign that they are panicking. In
New York you can hardly do anything without proof of vaccination. The final stage will be
armed police officers forcing you to be vaccinated.
This kind of pressure has never been seen before. It is unheard of. The elite want everyone
on Earth vaccinated because this is a sign of initiation into the satanic cult which will kill
most people and those that survive will be slaves.
Totalitarianism unleashed
The satanic global kingdom that Satan seeks to bring in is fascist in nature; it is
authoritarianism on steroids. Totalitarianism is essentially satanic in nature because it
opposes God, opposes freedom, opposes Common Law and even opposes common sense.
We are already seeing totalitarianism emerging on the back of Covid fear. For example:
 In America a man has been taken off the organ transplant list because he refused the
vaccine on medical advice.
 Anyone over the age of three has to show a vaccine passport before engaging in society
in any way in Israel.
 France has refused unvaccinated people access to supermarkets for food, which are
now heavily policed at the door.
 New York demands vaccine passports for entry to most venues.
 Doctors are refusing to see or treat unvaccinated people.
This is authoritarianism gone mad. Stopping people from getting food or water supplies, or
necessary medication and treatment, unless they have an experimental medical procedure
that is killing and maiming people by the thousand, is fascism worse than Nazi Germany.
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After WWII the Nuremberg trials condemned forcing unwanted medical procedures on
people or experimenting on people against their will, and some doctors that did this were
executed. Most nations signed up to the subsequent code, which demands that medical
treatment must be fully explained and prior consent given. This is not being done with the
Covid vaccines so everybody involved, from nurses to the government, is liable. The claim
of, ‘only following orders’ is not an excuse. Medics in vaccination centres could find
themselves on trial for assault. Lawyers are working cases up for this right now. Some
layers have served notices of liability to vaccination centres.
Where are the Christian voices condemning this ungodliness and lawlessness? Apart from
a very obscure few souls, nowhere. Discernment has vanished.
Where is the Christian testimony seeking to stand up for those who are victims and
suffering under these draconian measures? God will hold the church to account if it does
not step in the breach and aid the needy. All I can see is Christians caring only about
themselves.
Occult connected events
Mass vaccination venue
There are multiple connections between Covid policies and satanic rituals. The latest
example is the New South Wales minister for health and medical research, Brad Hazzard,
who recently announced that 24,000 children would be targeted in a mass vaccination
programme under police guard, with no parents allowed, inside the Qudos Bank Arena.
This arena has been used as a satanic temple for years with Luciferian art performances
held that worship Satan. Satanic rock groups have performed there with crowds cheering
for Satan. This is closer to demonic child abuse than medical treatment.
Videos have since emerged of screaming children trying to escape this procedure being
brutalised by several police officers. A doctor reported to the Stew Peters Show that three
children (2 boy, 1 girl) have already died from the vaccine given in this venue. What better
example of official Satanism than children being brutalised and killed by the police /
medics in a satanic-dedicated area to have their body violated against their will?
In what world can this pretend to be the state acting for the medical good of its people?
The Delta variant
This has completely swamped the narrative (even though this supposed virus strain is less
fatal and serious). All day long the news is about Delta this and Delta that. The media is
transfixed by the term ‘Delta’.
Delta is the fourth letter of the Greek alphabet (corresponding to ‘D’) and the fourth in any
series of things. The symbol in Greek is a triangle. This symbol is often used in occult
imagery. Two sides of the triangle indicate the level of initiation amongst witches. The
upright triangle is a symbol for the 2nd degree initiate witch and is used in a salute (one
breast to the other and then the mouth). The inverted triangle is used for the 1 st degree.
The symbol of Freemasonry for the Great Architect is a virtual triangle with the compasses
being two sides of a triangle. Triangles also appear in Masonic rites. The hexagram is two
triangles (e.g. the Star of David, an ancient occult symbol).
The Pyramid is a great occult symbol and its depiction in two dimensions on one plane
without perspective is a triangle. There are many triumvirates in occult pantheons and
these are often depicted as sides of a triangle, e.g Brahma, Vishnu, Shiva in Hinduism.
Baal-Shalisha is a ‘god of three’, or a triune god pictured as a triangle of three deities. In
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Egyptian mythology, the triangle represents Osiris, Isis and Horus. In Greek it is Artemis,
Selene, Hecate.
To ancient Greeks (Hellenes) the upright triangle represents solar power or fire and the
male sun god. The sun god was the original basis (going back to Nimrod) of all occult
religion and idolatry. The rest of the pantheon derives from that (e.g. the moon goddess).
An example would be Baal and Astarte (the Greek name for Ashtoreth, the Phoenician
goddess of the Moon, fertility, and sexual love. In the Bible her worship is linked to that of
the Canaanite Baal. In Egypt she was identified with Isis, in Greece with Aphrodite, and in
Babylonia with Ishtar). The inverted triangle is a symbol for the female goddess moon
power.
Since triangles also represent the number three, common in the occult, there are various
symbols for this, such as the sun symbol in alchemy and Hermetism is a dot inside a circle.
This symbol appears in many corporate logos and symbols.
To occultists, triangles represent a merging of the spiritual and earthly realms. In fact a
single triangle can be used for summoning and capturing spirits. To others, the triangle
symbolises a heavenly gateway. The Egyptian hieroglyph for the star Sirius (beloved of
occultists) includes the triangular obelisk (also a favourite of Freemasons). The triangle
also represents three as the number of fertility: the sexual union of two people producing
the third item, a child. Thus Baal and Ashtoreth are also fertility gods. This trio of fertility
itself symbolises a manifestation, making something happen; creative power.
The Delta in Phoenician becomes ‘daleth’ (which is also in the Hebrew alphabet), which is
used to picture a heavenly gateway. In Hebrew daleth means ‘door’. In Greek Delta also
means ‘door’. [This Phoenician symbol had derived from the tail of a fish, and the fish
symbol represented a god.]
The prolific use of the word ‘Delta’ today is to symbolise that mankind is entering a new
occult gateway into a new realm; the ‘new normal’; the realm of the sun god, Lucifer; 20 a
new creative force in the world; a new manifestation; a new occult dimension.
Is it a coincidence that ‘Delta’ is so commonplace in the current demonic fearmongering?
Satanically trained leaders
Over the last few decades the leaders of governments and social institutions (education,
police, judiciary etc.) have been selected and trained by demonically inspired programmes.
These use psychometric training methods, which involve demonic principles and train
people to ditch their empathy and become ruthless. I have seen such modules with my own
eyes.
In many cases these people, who are trained and then selected for leadership positions, are
often useless managers but are effective pawns of the devil because they don’t care a jot
about people. This explains why there is so much evil in the world and why nothing works
properly. They have been inured by their training to human suffering and care nothing
about social liberty.
In Britain, we see Common Purpose fulfilling this task; a secretive training course (paid for
by your VAT) that produces wicked people committed to the elite objectives. One example
is Cressida Dick, the absolutely useless Commissioner of the Metropolitan Police since
2007. She also ticks the boxes of being female and a lesbian. She presided over the
20 ‘Lucifer’ means daystar,

morning-star, light bringer.
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shooting of the innocent boy at Stockwell Underground station where no one was brought
to account despite six bullets in his head. She has presided over a two-tier London police
system whereby violent thugs at Antifa and BLM protests are ignored but peaceful antilockdown demonstrators (including a 90-year old woman) are beaten up and arrested.
When questioned on this by Peter Whittle in the London council, she just blatantly lied and
lied.
Common purpose is but one example. There are various elite training programmes
designed to produce willing, demonised servants that have no empathy. Jacinda Arden, the
Socialist Prime Minister of New Zealand is another recruit. She blamed a shooting at a
mosque on lax gun laws and made certain firearms illegal within a month. She announced
a period of national mourning for the Muslim victims but continually ignored the killings
of Christians by Muslims. Her Covid policies have been the strongest in the world,
including the toughest border policies, despite hardly any Covid deaths (26). New Zealand,
under her, has become a totalitarian state.
These training methods produce the leaders we have today who are corrupt and useless.
Whether they understand it or not, they are also submitted to demonic principles that lay a
foundation for further satanic influences later. The higher up the ladder one gets, the more
corrupt and demonically inspired one becomes. This explains why national leaders like
Macron, Johnson and Trudeau can enact the corrupt, wicked social strategies observed in
the last 18 months destroying liberty and trashing historic laws.
Origins
I have explained many times that the elite comprise several different factions. Some
members are in more than one faction, but all of them are at root satanic. These factions
are:
 Talmudic Judaism coupled with Kabbalism, which is essentially Luciferianism.
 Freemasonry which is devoted to Satan but this is hidden from the lower levels up to
the third degree.
 Rosicrucianism and Theosophy. Both occult and satanic. These would include
Gnosticism, Alchemy and Hermetism.
 Outright Devil worship, involving witches, shaman and spiritualists.
 Marxism, which is Satanism applied to political and economic theory.
 Cultural Marxism, which is Marxism applied to the satanic destruction of society.
 And the Luciferian Illuminati, which go under different names but comprise Talmudic
Jews with Gentile co-workers (who don’t realise that they are expendable).
Some of these merge. The goal of Freemasonry is a Marxist regime (Communism) which is
also an Illuminati goal. When achieved, the Freemasons will be obliterated, according to
CG Rakovsky (a founder of the Communist International).21 Talmudic Jews and the
Illuminati take over, as they did in Soviet Russia. The goal of Cultural Marxism is also a
Communist revolution. But the Gentiles involved in this will also be discarded when the
regime is complete. The same thing happened in the French Revolution. Freemasons were
highly involved in establishing the revolution, but when it triumphed the majority of
Freemasons were obliterated. In the Soviet Union in 1929 every Mason who was not
Jewish was killed with his family.22
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The Red Symphony’ (1938). A record of a Stalinist interrogation. This agrees with the Protocols.
are the rulers of Russia’, p77.

22 Alexey Jefimow, ‘Who
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These factions are working towards the goal of establishing a satanic global empire under
various working names.23
Make no mistake, this Covid crisis has gone way beyond any normal conspiracy. It is no
longer about money or even about power.24 It is a push for a satanic worldwide cult where
people are initiated by vaccines and show submission of their slavery by facemasks. The
coming massive death toll satisfies Satan’s lust for death (Jn 8:44) and also achieves the
objective of world depopulation.
Christians must start discerning what is really going on. You cannot afford to sit back and
pretend that life is normal. It will never be normal, short of a violent revolution or
successful prosecutions of everyone in power (some are hoping for this). But even if that
occurred, a new satanic strategy would emerge.
We are involved in a thoroughly Satanic, objective take-over of the world.
The individual is handicapped by coming face to face with a conspiracy so monstrous
he cannot believe it exists. The … mind simply has not come to a realisation of the evil
which has been introduced into our midst. It rejects even the assumption that human
creatures could espouse a philosophy, which must ultimately destroy all that is good
and decent.

J Edgar Hoover, The Elk Magazine, August 1956.
The Rockefellers and their allies have, for at least fifty years, been carefully following a
plan to use their economic power to gain political control of first America, and then the
rest of the world. Do I mean conspiracy? Yes I do. I am convinced there is such a plot,
international in scope, generations old in planning, and incredibly evil in intent.

Congressman Larry P McDonald, The Rockefeller File (1975) Introduction.
We are opposed … by a monolithic and ruthless conspiracy that relies primarily on
covert means for expanding its sphere of influence – on infiltration instead of invasion,
on subversion instead of elections, on intimidation instead of free choice, … It is a
system which has conscripted vast human and material resources into the building of a
tightly knit, highly efficient machine that combines military, diplomatic, intelligence,
economic, scientific and powerful operations. Its preparations are concealed not
published. … Its dissenters are silenced.

JF Kennedy (35th President); speech to the American Newspaper Publishers Association,
27 April 1961.

Conclusion
Discernment is the vital quality that is necessary in evil times; and we are in very
iniquitous times. The wickedness will get worse in the coming months and normality is not
planned to return anytime soon. The elite timescale is 2025 for the new normal when
Communism reigns and reduced populations25 become computer-connected, transhuman
slave drones herded into 5G, Internet of Things, AI-driven, fully-surveilled, urban
hellholes. This is the UN’s and the WEF’s published strategy. It is in black and white. It is
not a theory; it is the planned future. The lords over this are Luciferian, globalist, rich
people committed to serving Satan.
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E.g. the Great Reset, the New Normal, the New World Order, Agenda 2030 etc.
The elite have already made trillions out of Covid through vaccines, tests and facemasks.
25 The aim is for a world population of only 500 million, that is getting rid of 95%.
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There will be further testing. Pray that this time you and I will be faithful. We need each
other more than ever in these trying times and we must not let governments hinder our
fellowship.
Do not fear man.
And this I pray, that your love may abound still more and more in
knowledge and all discernment, Phil 1:9
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